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Abstract
When the COVID-19 pandemic broke out in the beginning of 2020, it became crucial to enhance early diagnosis with

efficient means to reduce dangers and future spread of the viruses as soon as possible. Finding effective treatments and

lowering mortality rates is now more important than ever. Scanning with a computer tomography (CT) scanner is a helpful

method for detecting COVID-19 in this regard. The present paper, as such, is an attempt to contribute to this process by

generating an open-source, CT-based image dataset. This dataset contains the CT scans of lung parenchyma regions of 180

COVID-19-positive and 86 COVID-19-negative patients taken at the Bursa Yuksek Ihtisas Training and Research

Hospital. The experimental studies show that the modified EfficientNet-ap-nish method uses this dataset effectively for

diagnostic purposes. Firstly, a smart segmentation mechanism based on the k-means algorithm is applied to this dataset as a

preprocessing stage. Then, performance pretrained models are analyzed using different CNN architectures and with our

Nish activation function. The statistical rates are obtained by the various EfficientNet models and the highest detection

score is obtained with the EfficientNet-B4-ap-nish version, which provides a 97.93% accuracy rate and a 97.33% F1-score.

The implications of the proposed method are immense both for present-day applications and future developments.
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1 Introduction

A pandemic is a widely spread infectious disease that

rapidly moves across a vast geographic area and affects a

large number of people. The Black Death, which caused an

estimated 25–200 million people deaths in the fourteenth

century [1], was an epidemic with the highest deaths in

human history. The term ‘‘pandemic’’ was coined in the

aftermath of the Spanish Flu [2] that led to the demise of

17–50 million people between 1918 and 1920. The

COVID-19 was declared a pandemic by the World Health

Organization (W.H.O.) on March 11, 2020, after it first

appeared in China’s Wuhan province in December 2019

and started to expand all over the world. This disease,

which causes sore throats, headaches, fevers, runny nose,

coughing, and other symptoms, is easily spread among

people and weakens the immune system [3], leading to

multiple organ failures and death [4]. The W.H.O. has

announced 265,194,191 cases of COVID-19 up until

December 7, 2021, with a death toll of 5,254,116 due to a

significant rise in cases across the world. For the same date

in Turkey, these statistics stand at 8,901,117 cases and

77,830 deaths [5].

According to the Chinese government, the COVID-19

cases are diagnosed using Real-Time Polymerase Chain

Reaction (RT-PCR), which takes a long time and has a

high false-negative rate [6]. The majority of RT-PCR-

positive patients either show no symptoms or minor once.

The lungs are the most critically exposed organ, the

examination of which helps in predicting the prognosis of
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COVID-19. Thus, treatment planning based on detecting

COVID-19-triggered pneumonia in its early stages can

reduce mortality by allowing the disease to be addressed

before it advances; however, making a definitive diagnosis

and avoiding treatment delays might be difficult. To

compensate for this shortcoming, thorax Computer

Tomography (CT) can be utilized as a more reliable and

rapid method, allowing for speedier intervention because

almost all medical institutes have this equipment.

One of the most effective strategies used by biomedical

applications is the deep learning-based approach. Many

diseases are detected with high-accuracy rates using this

quick and effective procedure. Radiologists use CT scans

to detect whether a patient is COVID-19 positive or neg-

ative. Misdiagnosis and treatment delays can be avoided

with an effective automated deep learning-based solution.

Several studies [7–11] have developed high-accuracy

strategies for identifying COVID-19 instances using CTs.

For diagnostic purposes, open-access COVID-19 chest

X-ray image files [12] and the COVID-19 Radiography

Database [13] are also available. These datasets, which

include three types of chest images—COVID-19, pneu-

monia, and normal—are also used in [14]. Before being

trained with deep learning models, each image is prepro-

cessed. The dataset is reconstructed using the Fuzzy and

Stacking techniques in this preprocessing stage. The

developed dataset is then used to train the MobileNetV2

and SqueezeNet deep learning models, which are then

classified using the SVM approach as described in [14].

Using transfer learning, the integration of deep learning

to detect the presence of COVID-19 in X-ray images was

proposed in [15]. The network activation layers are shown

as an extra contribution to identify the areas that the model

considered in order to create predictions and increase

predictability. Furthermore, in [15], an algorithm was

established that radiologists can use to quickly highlight

the X-ray areas that need to be investigated further. In [16],

an automated deep learning-based technique for detecting

COVID-19 infection in chest X-rays was presented on a

new dataset. This key contribution of this paper was to

overcome the lack of RT-PCR sensitivity by using chest

X-ray images to detect and diagnose COVID-19. The same

work employed an extreme variant of the inception

(Xception) algorithm, which can be taught with network

weights for large datasets, as well as with fine-tuning the

weights of pretrained networks on small datasets. An

intelligent COVID-19 infection diagnosis model based on

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and machine

learning techniques was developed in [17]. This model

guarantees an end-to-end learning scheme that can learn

discriminative features directly from the input chest CT

X-ray images, avoiding the need for a handcrafted feature

engine. The model established in this study can be utilized

to aid field specialists, physicians, and radiologists in

making decisions. Its goals are to decrease the rate of

misdiagnosis and to use the proposed model as a retro-

spective evaluation tool.

Recently, some studies have worked on COVID-19

detection using CT scan images. In [18], researchers used

data augmentation and transfer learning approaches to

overcome overfitting problems in utilizing deep learning

models (DenseNet-169 and Resnet-50), achieving 89%

accuracy. In another study [19], the potential capacity of a

EfficientNet-B4 model was analyzed on a large multi-class

COVID-19 chest X-ray dataset including 135 samples of

COVID-19 positive, 939 samples of normal, and 941

samples of pneumonia. The accuracy is reported with

99.62% and 96.70% classification scores for binary and

multi-class cases, respectively. Similarly, the ECOVNet

[20] revealed the performance of the EfficientNet-B5

model for COVID-19 identification. Simulations were

carried out in an open-access dataset (COVIDx) [8] with

14,914 samples for training and 1,579 samples for testing.

The performance is about 97% in case of three classes

including COVID-19, normal, and pneumonia. Another

image classification model utilizing EfficientNet for

COVID-19 detection using CT images is proposed in [21].

The Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization

(CLAHE) technique is used in the preprocessing stage to

enrich the images before implementing the detection model

in that study. The accuracy of the model using CLAHE

transformation on EfficientNet is evaluated as 94.56%.

Despite the promising results reported in previous

studies, many issues remain unsolved in terms of how to

train deep learning models for COVID-19 detection with

optimal recognition rates; for instance, whether image

preprocessing algorithms can aid in improving the perfor-

mance and robustness of deep learning models. The current

study uses a collection of tests on effective deep neural

network models, specifically concentrated on EfficientNet

models, to better address some of the problems and tech-

nical issues. These models are used to detect COVID-19

among patients after determining the appropriate set of

parameters. After mapping the COVID-19 feature with

large-size filters, the proposed models allow us to investi-

gate the essential visual aspects related with COVID-19

infection. The educated models not only help experts make

better decisions, but they also decrease the number of

procedures needed to diagnose COVID-19.

Furthermore, the significance and novelty of the present

study stem from the fact that it includes a preprocessing

stage before mapping raw image data to CNN features. It

accomplishes this by using a simple but effective prepro-

cessing step to an open-source dataset, Turkish COVID-19,

collected for this purpose. A senior radiologist who has

been diagnosing and treating COVID-19 patients since the
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start of the pandemic confirms the benefit of this dataset.

When training a conventional CNN algorithm, a smart data

augmentation procedure is used to prevent overfitting and

underfitting. Experimental investigations are undertaken

after data augmentation to further demonstrate that this

dataset is effective for constructing AI-based COVID-19

diagnosis algorithms. After conducting simulations on this

custom dataset, the findings of the proposed methods are

reported to have a detection accuracy of 97.03% for our

EfficientNet-ap-nish model.

This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the potential

of the proposed deep NN models is investigated in terms of

detection potential in Sect. 2. The Turkish COVID-19 CT

dataset is introduced in Sect. 3. Then, the experimental

results are reported and compared with other studies.

Finally, the conclusion appears in Sect. 4.

2 Methods and tools

2.1 Proposed method

In order to gain insight into the details, we encapsulate the

general outline of our proposed system with Fig. 1. The

proposed framework involves the following stages:

(1) Preprocessing: Lung region segmentation using k-

means and extracting the Region of Interest (ROI)

from the segmented image;

(2) Training: Using four pretrained EfficientNet models

and modifying internal layers in order to produce

COVID-19 models; and

(3) Performance: Evaluation of the outcomes in terms of

statistical measures.

For the preprocessing phase, we performed an operative

method that relies on the k-means clustering combined with

morphological operators to focus on the lung region of the

input frames. One can observe that the proposed segmen-

tation methodology is simple, efficient, and effective, and it

only considers the mean value of the lung regions as a

threshold. A positive correlation was observed between the

performance of detection and focusing on the lung regions,

which significantly boosts the performance of the proposed

diagnostic COVID-19 framework. Once the lung regions

are segmented, the unnecessary homogeneous black parts

that are neighboring outside of the lungs are eliminated

with morphological operators. Finally, four EfficientNet

model versions are applied on these regions to obtain dis-

criminative information with CNN weights.

The key contribution of this study is threefold. First, it

investigates an efficient and effective CNN model based on

the forecasting of COVID-19 from limited samples. For

this purpose, the deep learning methodology has conducted

on a new dataset in order to examine the possible contri-

bution of well-established CNN models to the accurate

detection of COVID-19. Second, this study incorporates

the impact of preprocessing with an aim of focusing on

COVID regions. The k-means clustering method was uti-

lized in order to remove lung parenchyma regions con-

taining redundant information, as well as preserving the

disease available areas in lung tissue. Consequently, an

algorithm for fully automatic lung segmentation was uti-

lized instead of feeding full image into CNN model, which

is the primary focus of conventional approaches. Third, we

altered the internal layers of the EfficientNet-B4-ap model

by incorporating our Nish Activation function, which

highlights the benefits of modifying an already existing

CNN model. Eventually, this study reviews the advantages

of estimating efficient regression weights of the model for

early identification and proper discrimination of COVID-

19 positive/negative cases.

2.2 Deep learning models

The deep learning structures, a subset of different convo-

lutions, are mostly integrated into medical diagnostic sys-

tems and potentially contribute to decision-making

processes for classification or segmentation tasks. In line

with such purposes, researchers have shown an increased

interest in assessing the factors and modifications that can

enhance the performance of a typical CNN framework,

which generally includes important key components: con-

volutional layer, activation function, pooling layer, fully

connected layer, optimizer function, and hyper-parameters.

The main objective is to determine the performance of

various combinations of these components, as well as to set

the accurate hyper-parameters to achieve global optimum

weights. As a deduction, a complete image is converted to

reduce the size of the features using convolutional filters,

which are gradually optimized through feed-forward and

feed-backward phases. Therefore, the optimizer function

becomes a key contribution to obtaining optimum global

weights that provide a minimal error cost. The main factors

that influence an optimizer performance include a smart

regulation path, learning rate, batch size, and epochs.

Meanwhile, of particular concern is seeking an effective

and efficient consensus between the number of layers and

hyper-parameters (filter size, number of batch size,

epochs), which have a considerable impact on obtaining a

valuable accuracy score. This key factor was first intro-

duced in the AlexNet architecture [22], which outperforms

the handcrafted features in object classification in the

ImageNet 2012 competition. However, the weakness and

limitations of AlexNet were later compensated by the

VGG16 model [23], which investigates the optimal depth

and size of filters on performance improvement. For the
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sake of comparing complexity and accuracy, various CNN

types have been applied on different image-driven prob-

lems. After extensive research to determine the potential

capability of CNN variations, one can note that the Effi-

cientNet models obtain outstanding scores for classification

tasks and reducing the amount of memory required. On the

basis of such facts, we evaluate the different EfficientNet

models in order to analyze the correlation between model

parameters and its performance.

Simulating the deep learning models on CT scan images

plays an important role in addressing the issue of detecting

COVID-19 among patients. The use of different Effi-

cientNet structures is evaluated in order to best determine

the presence of COVID-19 among individuals. For this

purpose, the COVID-19 information is encoded with a

subset of global CNN features through activations that

primarily provide a minimal error rate between prediction

outcomes and ground truths. In detail, by unraveling the

effects of spatiotemporal EfficientNet blocks, the present

study makes an important contribution to determining

patients with and without the COVID-19 infection.

The key contribution of EfficientNet model [24] is

determining the optimal balance between CNN’s depth,

width and resolution. To obtain the better performance

from a CNN architecture (MobileNet or ResNet), the

baseline of an optimal model has found by uniformly

Fig. 1 An overview of the framework for the proposed approach
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scaling width, depth, or resolution dimensions with a fixed

ratio. As a result, the EfficientNet baseline model provides

better accuracy and efficiency in terms of memory con-

sumption due to waste usage of parameters. Compared to a

typical ConvNet, these models are 8.4 9 smaller and

6.1 9 faster. The researchers present an effort to improve

the performance EfficientNet original architecture by

modifying or integration different parts. In a study [25],

namely EfficientNet-AdvProp, considerably improved the

robustness of the model by introducing the adversarial

training to enhance generalizability and discriminative

traits of CNN’s features. Another study [26], called Noisy

Students (Efficient-ns), investigated the benefits of distil-

lation learning on the basis of teacher and student concepts.

A larger student model was chosen and noise injected to

achieve a better learning process on the guide of teacher.

Also, the authors of EfficientNet baseline proposed a faster

model (EfficientNet-v2) [27] by introducing progressive

learning concept for the trade-off between accuracy and

training speed (FLOPs), which makes the model being

6.8 9 smaller than original model, as well as maintaining

the competitive performance. The parameter settings of

four EfficientNet-B4 models are given in Table 1.

To reduce the memorization problem, we have applied

some data augmentation techniques, as well as increasing

the generalizability of models. For this purpose, random

rotation between - 40� and - 40� angles, random hori-

zontal flip and random vertical operations are online car-

ried out on a batch of lung parenchyma images. The images

are normalized by using ImageNet’s mean (0.485, 0.456,

0.406) and standard deviation (0.229, 0.224, 0.225). The

selection of batch size is specified on the capacity of GPU

memory.

2.3 Proposed activation function: Nish

The choice of activation function is important to activate

the weighted sum of inputs and biases and regularizing the

deep CNN buildings in terms of minimizing error between

output and expected value. In this study, we have utilized

an efficient activation function, called Nish [28], in order to

bring a new contribution to the deep learning literature.

The Rectified Linear Unit ReLUðxÞ ¼ maxð0; xÞð Þ [22, 29]
has been generally used in many deep models. However, it

has some drawbacks, such as the ‘‘dying ReLU’’ problem

and if a large negative bias is learned causing the output of

the neuron to be always zero regardless of the input [30].

Nish tries to avoid this problem due to the small amount of

gradient existing in the negative region, especially closed

to the origin. Our Nish activation function is formulated as

follows:

fnishðxÞ ¼
x if x� 0

sigmoidðxÞ � ðxþ sinðxÞÞ if x\0;

�
ð1Þ

It behaves as the ReLU for positive values, however, it

applies sinus-sigmoidal function for negative outputs.

Although, in the ReLU activation function, the output of a

neuron is multiplied by 1 or 0, Nish is limited below and

unlimited above with a range of [& - 0.31, !). As

comparison, the graph of ReLU and Nish and first-order

derivatives are shown in Fig. 2. In order gain a novel

contribution to the literature, we have integrated the Nish

with a purpose of improving the taxonomy performance of

a typical CNN algorithm.

3 Experimental study

3.1 Dataset and preprocessing

We generate our ‘Turkish Covid-19’ special dataset by

gathering the patients’ CT data from Bursa Yüksek Ihtisas

Education and Research Hospital as an affiliate of the

Ministry of Health, Republic of Turkey. In compliance

with the national procedures, ethical approval was obtained

from the ethics committee of the hospital. This dataset

consists of 266 lung parenchymal CT scans; 180 COVID-

19 pneumonias and 86 Normal (non-COVID-19) patients,

all registered into university from March 29th, 2020 to

October 20th, 2020. Table 2 illustrates the summary

statistics for the demographic characteristics of included

samples. From Table 2, we can see that distribution of age

and sex rate is close to each other. According to the

treatment program of COVID-19 researchers at the hospi-

tal, the patients were classified into three clinical groups as

mild, moderate, and severe. In this study, the COVID-19

dataset involves 49 milds, 53 moderate and 78 severe

patients.

Although it is fair to say that our dataset is modest in

terms of generality, it is still significantly larger than the

data that are often presented in many of the studies that are

devoted to the diagnosis of COVID-19. By augmenting

Table 1 Parameter details of utilized models

Parameter name Value

Epochs 50

Batches 16

Input length 380 9 380 9 3

Learning rate 1e-4

Activation function Softmax

Loss function Categorical-crossentropy

Optimization function Adam
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data in real-time online, we enhance the model universality

and improve learning process. When the number of

observations grows beyond the millions, overfitting

becomes inevitable due to the curse of the large data set.

After segmentation and cropping process, we have

gathered a total of 9729 lung parenchymal samples. For a

benchmark evaluation, the data are divided into fivefold.

For experimental purposes, each split is consisting of 80%

training (6226 samples) and 20% testing (1946 samples).

Also, the 20% of training is reserved for validation phase

(1557 samples). In case of model compiling, each sample

was resized at a resolution of 380 9 380 pixels. We have

highlighted the details about presence and absence of

COVID-19 on CT images in the last part of experimental

results. One advantage of the ROI-based image processing

is that it avoids the problem of facing certain challenges to

reach an accepted accuracy value [16]. With the help of a

smart lung region segmentation, redundant noises can be

removed at background of Digital Imaging and Commu-

nications in Medicine (DICOM) samples. By considering

such needs, k-means clustering was applied for its relia-

bility and validity in terms of revealing the complete shape

of parenchymal region in the lungs. Later, the morpho-

logical operations are applied to preserve boundaries of

lungs and fill holes stated in a sample. Figure 3 demon-

strates details and outcomes of the preprocessing phase for

COVID-19 positive case and negative case, in first and

second rows, respectively. The cropped region in the

binary mask was erased with a 3� 3 filter and dilated with

an 8� 8 filter to preserve exact lung information.

3.2 Experimental results

The COVID-19 detection on the basis of patients’ CT

imaging is one of the most common challenges in medical

image processing-based diagnostic systems. However, the

deep learning-based systems, for instance, can maximize

the accuracy of diagnosis, as well as improving the speed

for the clinical decisions [8, 17]. Besides, the performance

of a robust deep learning algorithm can be improved with

an effective preprocessing method. In line with this fact,

this study provides a useful account for importance of lung

region segmentation with the help of k-means

segmentation.

Precision ¼ TP= TPþ FPð Þ
Recall ¼ TP= TPþ FNð Þ

F1-Score ¼ 2 � Precision� Recall

Precisionþ Recall

ð2Þ

The F1-score is calculated from statistics of the True

Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and

False-Negative (FN) rates. For this purpose, the estimated

and ground truth values are utilized to compute these

counts.

As can be seen from Eq. (2), the F1-score is the har-

monic mean of precision and recall as an efficient means of

performance projection. Moreover, it is a more benchmark

evaluation for imbalanced class distribution, where the

curse of sample size occurred. Accuracy and F1-score

evaluation metrics describe the performance of utilized

EfficientNet models.

For a detailed performance inspection, the F1-score and

accuracy rates of each EfficientNet versions are presented

in Tables 3 and 4. The best average score is denoted as

bold. From the overall scores given in Tables 3 and 4, it

can be noted that the EfficientNet-ap-nish model takes the

Fig. 2 The activation functions of the ReLU and the Nish (left), and the dReLU and the dNish (right)

Table 2 Demographic characteristics of patients COVID-19 and

normal

COVID19 Normal

Male 104 (58%) 45 (52%)

Female 76 (42%) 41 (48%)

Age 21 ± 92 19 ± 81
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first rank with its superior results. When comparing the

EfficientNet-ns and EfficientNet-v2, one can observe that

the EfficientNet-v2 model presents dominant results for all

the evaluation metrics. As shown in Fig. 4, the perfor-

mance of the pretrained EfficientNet-ap approach is greatly

enhanced by our activation function. Moreover, Fig. 5

displays a visualization of the confusion matrices that

illustrates the underestimations caused by each approach. It

is possible to deduce from Fig. 5 that the number of sam-

ples that were incorrectly classified was rather low in the

event that our Nish activation function was integrated with

the EfficientNet-ap model. For this reason, it should come

as no surprise that the Nish activation function is superior

to the SiLU [31] activation function when it comes to

solving an image-driven classification problem.

Another objective of this study is to compare the per-

formance of EfficientNets with state-of-the-art method on

COVID-19 detection. For this purpose, the accuracy score

and details about these methods are presented at Table 5.

The best performances of using EfficientNet mod-

els are denoted as bold. In order to gain a detailed under-

standing of each method, the type of imaging, focused

region, number of categories about phenotyping, utilized

CNN model, and related accuracy scores are highlighted in

the given Table 5. One can say that each method is robust

for its own specific purpose, however, we will review the

weakness and robustness of each one when it comes to

detecting the COVID-19 case. By inspecting the accuracy

scores, it is clear that the deepest models are particularly

useful in studying COVID-19 detection. However, there

are certain drawbacks associated with the use of ResNeTs

Dicom Data Lungs Segmentation ROI ExtractionFig. 3 An overview of the

preprocessing stage

Table 3 Accuracy scores (%) of

each method per fold
Fold EffNetOrj EffNet-ap EffNet-ns EffNet-v2 ResNet50 EffNet-ap-Nish

Cv1 97.0709 97.8931 96.8140 97.1737 93.3710 98.0987

Cv2 97.9959 97.2765 97.5334 97.1737 92.8571 97.5848

Cv3 97.5848 96.9681 97.1737 97.8931 92.3947 97.7390

Cv4 96.6084 97.8931 96.7626 97.3279 92.6516 97.8417

Cv5 97.0694 97.2237 97.3779 96.7095 93.4704 98.4062

Avg 97.2659 97.4509 97.1323 97.2556 92.9490 97.9341

Table 4 The F1-score of each

method per fold
Fold EffNetOrj EffNet-ap EffNet-ns EffNet-v2 ResNet50 EffNet-ap-Nish

Cv1 0.9606 0.9713 0.9589 0.9630 0.9135 0.9745

Cv2 0.9729 0.9631 0.9689 0.9643 0.9098 0.9693

Cv3 0.9697 0.9622 0.9626 0.9734 0.8981 0.9712

Cv4 0.9550 0.9723 0.9581 0.9645 0.9046 0.9716

Cv5 0.9633 0.9659 0.9655 0.9592 0.9152 0.9800

Avg 0.9643 0.9670 0.9628 0.9649 0.9082 0.9733
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in case training with large batch sizes as consuming a

significant amount of CPU or GPU memory. An ideal

method should provide an efficient detection score while

offering economic use of memory resources. Therefore,

effective and efficient methods can be more useful for

identifying and encapsulating the COVID-19 information

included in samples.

Consistent with the literature, this study presents com-

petitive results as shown in Table 5. In contrast to earlier

findings, the results of the method of Song et al. [32] do not

support previous research carried by Narin et al. [33],

which points out that ResNet-50 yields higher discrimina-

tive scores for detecting COVID-19 positive cases.

Notwithstanding, these variations can also be explained

with challenges and complexity concerning the imaging

EfficientNet-orj EfficientNet-ap EfficientNet-ns EfficientNet-v2 ResNet50 EfficientNet-ap-
nish

Positive 97.49 97.36 96.98 96.25 93.79 97.33
Negative 96.87 97.57 97.36 98.87 91.56 98.89

90.00
91.00
92.00
93.00
94.00
95.00
96.00
97.00
98.00
99.00

100.00
A

xi
s T

itl
e

Detailed Accuracy Rate(%)

Fig. 4 The detailed recognition rates of COVID-19 Positive and Negative cases

Fig. 5 The average confusion matrix obtained with fivefold cross-validation technique
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technique. To compare results, the study by Nour et al. [17]

presents an outstanding overall recognition rate was

98.97%, much higher than that of previously reported

scores in the work of Toraman et al. [34] and Zheng et al.

[35]. On the other hand, Nour et Al. [17] developed a

modest CNN architecture by arranging the number of

convolutional layers and the large number of filters, which

resembles to VGG16 in terms of functionality. Although

Table 5 The detailed comparison performance of the proposed method with available methods

Study Type of images View Dataset Method Acc (%)

Narin et al. [33] X-ray PA Chest 50 COVID-19

50 No-Findings

ResNet-50 98.00

Nour et al. [17] X-ray PA Chest 219 COVID-19

1341 No-Findings

1345 Pneumonia

CNN Model 98.97

Yang et al. [18] CT Lung Parenchyma 216 COVID-19

463 No-Findings

DenseNet-169 98.00

Toraman et al. [34] X-ray PA Chest 1050 COVID-19

1050 No-Findings

1050 Pneumonia

CapsNet 84.22

Zheng et al. [35] CT Lung Parenchyma 313 COVID-19

229 No-Findings

DeCovNet 90.01

Song et al. [32] CT Lung Parenchyma 88 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

VGG16 84.00

Song et al. [32] CT Lung Parenchyma 88 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

DenseNet 82.00

Song et al. [32] CT Lung Parenchyma 88 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

ResNet-50 86.00

Song et al. [32] CT Lung Parenchyma 88 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

DRE-Net 86.00

Ozturk et al. [36] X-ray PA Chest 127 COVID-19

500 No-Findings

DarkCovidNet 98.08

Marques et al. [19] X-ray Chest 135 COVID-19

939 No-Findings

EfficientNet-B4-orj 99.62

Chowdhury et al. [20] X-ray Chest 589 COVID-19

8851 No-Findings

EfficientNet-B5-orj 97.00

Ebenezer et al. [21] CT Lung Parenchyma 1252 COVID-19

1230 No-Findings

CLAHE Transformation on EfficientNet 94.56

Proposed CT Lung Parenchyma 180 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

EfficientNet-B4-orj 97.27

Proposed CT Lung Parenchyma 180 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

EfficientNet-B4-ap 97.45

Proposed CT Lung Parenchyma 180 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

EfficientNet-B4-ns 97.13

Proposed CT Lung Parenchyma 180 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

EfficientNet-B4-v2 97.26

Proposed CT Lung Parenchyma 180 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

ResNet50 92.95

Proposed CT Lung Parenchyma 180 COVID-19

86 No-Findings

EfficientNet-ap-Nish 97.93
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using a large number of weights and layers may

achieve higher recognition performance, it may lead to

overfitting, as well as reducing the generalization of trained

weights. To continue, the DRE-Net provides 86.00% dis-

crimination score as an investigation of Song et al. [32],

which falls behind those obtained in DarkCovNet by

Ozturk et al. [36], which accounts to 98.08% accuracy rate.

In the study of [32], the DRE-Net was built on top of a

pretrained ResNet-50 [37] architecture by integrating

Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) component to yield the

K-dimension features from each processed sample. The

theoretical implications of these findings support that the

generalizability of Toraman et al. [34] is higher when

considering large dataset; the large number of positive

COVID-19 cases (1050) and negative cases (1050).

Upon inspecting the results obtained by the proposed

methods, it can be stated that the performance of Effi-

cientNet-orj (97.27%), EfficientNet-ap (97.45%), Effi-

cientNet-ns (97.13%), EfficientNet-v2 (97.26%) and

EfficientNet-ap-nish (97.93%) competes with top scores.

The key contribution of this experimental study reveals that

the weights of pretrained EfficientNet-ns model not only

boost the recognition scores, but also reduce the memory

consumption when it comes to COVID-19 detection.

Moreover, one can say that the experimental results of our

methods corroborate these earlier findings in [19, 20]. The

higher detection performance of is coming from tenfold

cross-validation since the test samples are smaller com-

pared to training data and results in higher detection score.

One can observe that the score of EfficientNet-B5-orj [20]

is closed to the proposed method. In addition, we have

found that the activation has a direct effect on the capacity

of a model in terms of avoiding overfitting or underfitting.

We improve the overall performance of the preexisting

EfficientNet model by incorporating our Nish activation

function.

Additionally, we have compared the generalizability of

our methods in terms of dataset size. From the given

statistics about our dataset, we can observe that the number

of COVID-19 positive and negative samples is 180:86,

which is higher than the average number of other datasets

when compared with some existing works. Contrary to

expectations, the VGG16 model is not able to produce

sufficient performance on COVID-19 detection, which

means inadequate potential to capture the variations

between positive and negative cases when taking the CT

scans of Lung Parenchyma regions as reference. With

regards to curse of dimension, after a certain limit within

the layers and filters, an increase in the filters’ depth or the

number of layers fails to enhance the performance of any

CNN model due to overfitting case. For ResNet-50, Den-

seNet-169, InceptionV3, and VGG16 models, one can

emphasize that the low accuracy scores can be attributed to

overfitting. The overfitting refers that the accuracy could

not enhance after converging to a global optimum point

even with the best set of tuned parameters.

Additionally, expert radiologists commented on inter-

pretations of the COVID-19 findings on CT scans. Figure 6

gives insight into the findings of lung abnormalities on the

CT scans of COVID-19 positive and negative cases. Fig-

ure 6a shows normal Thorax CT findings without any

infiltration. Figure 6b illustrates a Thorax CT image that

denotes Bilateral Peripheral Groundglass Opacities.

4 Conclusion

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the

capability of EfficientNet models for COVID-19 detection.

After empirical evaluations, EfficientNet-b4-ap model can

be considered as reliable predictors to detect the presence

of COVID-19 cases. Additionally, the most apparent

finding of this study is that the preprocessing stage sig-

nificantly improves the performance. In a study, the per-

formance of the system was evaluated at around 86%

accuracy rate, before the segmentation of lung parenchyma

regions [38]. This lack is caused by the remaining redun-

dant information on the CT scans. Therefore, the prepro-

cessing stages are certainly necessary to detect the presence

of COVID-19 among patients. In this regard, focusing on

Fig. 6 The comments of the

radiologist on COVID-19

positive and negative cases:

a Normal Thorax CT findings

without any infiltration,

b Bilateral Peripheral

Groundglass Opacities in

Thorax
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the most susceptible regions is a practical way for the

purpose of reliable measurements with the deep learning

concept. The following conclusions can be demonstrated

from the current study:

• Using a parameter-free model, namely EfficientNet-b4-

ap, provides effective results.

• Using the fivefold cross-validation techniques with the

EfficientNet models shows that it is possible to set up

an effective model with promising performances.

• The running time of the chosen model is important for

real-time applications. After analyzing the cost for each

test image, it turns out that the execution time of

EfficientNet model is about 117 ms (ms). This duration

can be evaluated when doing the experiments with a

standard Google Colab environment (Tesla P100-PCIE,

GPU, 16 GB memory).

• All of the observed quantitative results support the

robustness and efficiency by integrating proposed Nish

activation function for COVID-19 detection.

Data availability The datasets generated during and/or analyzed

during the current study are not publicly available due to privacy

preserving of patient data but are available from the corresponding

author on reasonable request.
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